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Let E be an elliptic curve over a field k which we assume to be 
algebraically closed for simplicity. If L is a very ample line bundle on E, we 
denote by i, : E -+ P” the associated complete embedding. An addition law 
of bidegree (p, v) on E with respect to L is an (n + 1)-tuple of polynomials 
PO,..., pn E RCXo,..., Jf,z, yo,..., Y,], not all zero, and bihomogeneous of 
degree p in X0 ,..., X,, and v in Y, ,..., Y,,, such that on an open nonempty set 
UcExE we have 
x+ y= (Po(4 .Y):... :Pn(X, Y)) 
for all (x, y) E U, considered as points of P” x P”. Here “ + ” denotes the 
group law of E. A set of addition laws {(ph,..., pf,); i = l,..., s} of bidegree 
(,u, v) on E with respect to L is called a complete system of addition laws if 
the defining open sets U, c E x E form a covering of E x E, 
It is the aim of this note to work out explicitly a complete system of 
addition laws of bidegree (2,2) with respect to L = flE(3. o) (o denoting the 
zero point of E) valid in every characteristic. Here the coordinates of P2 are 
chosen in such a way that the equation of E is in Weierstrass form in the 
sense of Tate (cf. [6]). Moreover we study the behaviour of the addition 
laws in case E degenerates to a singular cubic, i.e., to the additive group G, 
or the multiplicative group 6,. The starting point for the computations is 
a general existence theorem for addition laws on abelian varieties 
(cf. [ [2]). This theorem in the special case of an elliptic curve admits an 
easy proof, which we give in Section 1 and which is based on the fact that 
the diagonal is a divisor on E x E. Consequently the proof is not a special 
case of the more general one given in [2]. Section 2 contains the above- 
mentioned explicit addition laws and Section 3 its degenerations to G, and 
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G,. It should be mentioned that the results admit some applications to the 
theory of transcendental numbers as outlined in [2] and which shall not be 
repeated here (cf. [335, 81). 
I 
Throughout the paper let k denote an algebraically closed field. It should 
be noted, however, that the results and formulas are correct for arbitrary 
ground fields under mild rationality hypotheses which we omit for the sake 
of simplicity. Let E denote an elliptic curve over k and L a line bundle of 
degree d 3 3 on E. Then we have 
THEOREM 1.1. (1) Let u and v be integers 3 2 with one of them >, 3. 
Then there is a complete system of addition laws of hidegree (u, v) on E with 
respect to L. 
(2)(i) Zf L is not symmetric (i.e., (- l)*L ?= L), there is no addition 
law of hidegree (2, 2) on E with respect to L. 
(ii) Zf L is symmetric, there is a complete system qf addition laws of 
hidegree (2, 2) on E with respect to L. 
For the proof we need some auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 1.2. There is a complete system of addition laws (resp. an 
addition law) of hidegree (u, v) on E with respect to L tf and only if the line 
bundle F(u, v) :=m*L ’ @ pTL”@ p;L’ on E x E is basepoint-free (resp. 
admits a nonzero global section). 
Here m, p,, and pZ denote the addition map E x E + E and the natural 
projections of E x E. For the proof we refer to [2, Sect. 23. Note only that 
any completely embedded elliptic curve in IP” is projectively normal. 
If fi denotes a libre in E x E with respect to pi for i= 1 and 2, d = 
{(x, X) E E x E} the diagonal, and A = {(x, -x) E E x E} the antidiagonal 
of E x E, then we have 
LEMMA 1.3. A = 2f, + 2fi -A, where “=” denotes numerical equivalence. 
Proof It is well known (cf., e.g., [7]) that the rank of the group 
Num( E x E) of divisors on E x E modulo numerical equivalence is 3, 4, or 
6 if respectively E is without complex multiplication, singular, or super- 
singular. A base of Num(E x E) is given by the classes (denoted by the 
same letter) of,f’, , ,f,, A, and f, ,..., I-,, where the f, c E x E denote graphs 
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of suitable endomorphisms cp, of E and s = 0, 1, or 3, respectively. For the 
intersection numbers we have 
(f:, = c.r:, = (A’) = cc, = 0, (d..f,)=(d.f,)=(f,..f*)=l, 
and (1) 
(f, r,) = 1, (1;. r,) = deg vi3 (d.r,)=deg(~~-1) for i= l,...,s 
Then A = c$, + By2 + 6A + y, T, + . . . + Y,T,~ with uniquely determined 
integers a, /I, 6, y ,,..., Y,~ which we have to determine. For doing this, note 
that 
(A..f,)=(A.f,)= 1, (A .f’,)=deg vi, and (A,A)=4, (2) 
the last equation following from the fact that there are exactly four 
2-division-points of E (counted with multiplicity in characteristic 2). 
Writing out Eqs. (2) and inserting the intersection numbers (1) we get a 
system of 3 + s linear equations in the 3 + s variables CI, 8, 6, y1 ,..., Y,~, which 
has a unique solution, since fr , f2, A, f, ,..., r,Y are a basis of Num(E x E). 
But it is easily seen that a=B=2, 6= - 1, y1 = ... =y,=O is a solution 
(note that deg(cp;+ l)=(cpi+ l)(Cp,+ lj=2+2q,cpi-(cp,- I)(@,- l)= 
2 + 2 deg ‘pi- deg(cp, - 1 )), which completes the proof of Lemma 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If L is a line bundle of degree d on E, then we have for 
all integers x and y: 
~(Ex E, m*L-‘@pTL-‘@p:L-“)=d2(xy-x- y), 
x denoting the Euler-PoincarP-characteristic. 
ProoJ By Riemann-Roth 
Since L N cO,(d. p) for some point p on E and the intersection number on 
the right-hand side does not change under algebraic equivalence, we may 
assume L 2: Ob-(d. 0). But then according to Lemma 1.3 
m*LP’@p:L’@p;L-“r&.(d[(x-2)f,+(y-2)f,+A]) 
which gives the assertion since 
t(((=2).f, +(y-2)f,+A)2)=xy-x-y. 
Finally, we need the following lemma, for the (easy) proof of which we 
refer to [2]. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let F=m*L- ‘@pfL2@p:L2. Then we have 
(a) ASK(F) (= {(x, y)~ Ex El TTY,,.,F- F} hy dtfinition, T 
denoting the translation map). 
(b) L is symmetric if and only if Fj A ‘v OA. 
(c ) Let L he symmetric and 7~: E x E + E x E/A the natural map. Then 
we have wlith respect to a suitable isomorphism $1 E x E/A -+ E: 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.1: 
Proof of (1). According to Lemma 1.2 have to show that F(p, v) is 
basepoint-free. But L = Nd for some line bundle N of degree 1 on E and 
hence 
F(p, v) = G“ 
with G = m*N- ’ @ p:Np @ p;N”. Applying, for example, Nakai’s criterion 
we see that G z UEX &-((p - 2)f, + (v - 2) fi + A) is ample. It follows that 
G” is very ample, since d > 3. 
Proof of (2). Part (i) follows by Lemma 1.5(a) and (b) from a theorem 
of Kempf (cf. [ 1, Theorem 1 (i)] ), which says that if Y is a connected com- 
ponent of K(F) and PI Y trivial, then F has no cohomology. 
Part (ii) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.5(c). 
2 
In this section we want to give explicit formulas for a complete set of 
addition laws for an elliptic curve E in Weierstrass form 
x0x: + a, x0x,x2 + a3xix2 = XT + a2xOxf + a4xix, + a6xi (1) 
over k in the sense of Tate (cf. [6]). Here the characteristic of k is 
arbitrary. The aj are elements of k of weight i and to x0, xi, x2 the weights 
0,2, and 3 respectively are associated, so that Eq. (1) is of weight 6. Since 
the embedding line bundle L = ~9~(3 . o) is symmetric, there must be a com- 
plete system of addition laws of bidegree (2,2) on E with respect to L 
according to Theorem 1.1. For its formulation we write 
(zo :z, :z2) = (x0 :x, :x2) + (y, : y, : y2) 
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and define the following sets of quantities. Note that subscripts indicate 
weights: 
(i) h~=a:+a,, b3=a,a,--a,; b,=a,a,+a,; 
b,=a,a,-a,a,; b, = ai + 3a,; b, = 3a, a6 - a3 a,; 
b, = a,b, - a4b4 + a,b,; b,=a,b,-a,b,; 
b,, = (a* + b2) b, - a:b, - 2a,b,; b,, = b,b, - 6;. 
(ii) S, = xi; Sz=XoX,; s,=x,x,; s,=x:, s,=x,x, s,=x;, 
T,, = y;; T,=L’~.Y,; T,=,voy,; T~=.Y:; T,=.Y,.Y,; T,=y:; 
Pii=siT,; Q Ii = Pi! - Pit ; R, = P, + PJi. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose the characteristic of k is different from 2. 
Then the following three addition laws form a complete set of addition laws 
qf bidegree (2, 2) on E in Tate- Weierstrass form (1): 
(Z(l)): 
zO=~4Q02-~3Q03+a2Q04-aIQos-Q06+3Q24 
z, = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Qxj+a,Qs4+2Q3, 
~2 = 6, Qoa + be Q03 + bs Q04 + a4 Qo5 + 2b4 Q23 + b, Q24 + 2a2 Q25 
-&QM - 2a, Q35 - QM + 3Q4, 
(Z(2)): 
ZO=~CQOZ+~~Q~~+~~Q~~+ b2Qz4+2a,Q,,+ Q26+a,Q34+2Q3, 
ZI= -bsQo2-b,Qo4- b4Q2, - a3Q34 + al Q45 + Q46 
z2=b~Qo2+b~Qo~+b~Q04+3a26Q05+2bsQ23+b,Q24+2a4Q,, 
- b4 Q34 - 2a3 Q35 + 4 Q45 + Q56 
(2’3’): 
zo = a3b,R, + 3(a,a: + u1u6 + a3u4) R,, + 3(a: + 2a,) R,, 
+ (aI b4 + a,a,)(R, + 2R,,) + 2b,(R,, + 2R,,) + a,(R,, + 2R,,) 
+ (4 + 3aIa2 + 3a3) R24 + (a: + 2a2)(2R2, + R,,) + a,(R,, + 2R,,) 
+ 3a, R44 + 2R,, + 6R45 
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2, = -u,h,R,- (b,+3n3(~,+h,))R,,-2h,R,,-(~,h,+~,h,)(R,,+2R,z) 
- (a: + @AR,, + 2R,,) - (3a,a, + c,h,) R,, - 2a4(2R,, + Ru) 
+ 4Rx + 2R,,) - a, azR,, + (a: - 2~2) R,, + a, R46 + 2u, R,, + 2R,, 
-‘z=h,,R,+b,,R02+h9R03 + (26,+a,h,-a,h,)(R,,+2R,,) 
+ MRos + 2R,,) + (~:a, - 2a,h, + 3h, + 9~) R,, + h,(2R2, + R3i,) 
- (0: - 3%) &a + a,R,, + (a, ~2 - 30,) R,, + a, R,, + R,, 
Note that zO, z,, and z2 are of weight k, k + 2, and k + 3 respectively with 
k = 6 for (I?“,), k = 8 for (Zc2’), and k = 9 for (Zc3’). As for the proof, we 
give only a sketch, since some of the computations are a little tedious. 
Proof: According to Lemma 1.2 an addition law of bidegree (2,2) on E 
with respect to L = 8,(3. o) may be interpreted as a nontrivial section of 
F=m*L-‘@p:L2@p;L2. Since @(Ex E, F) is of dimension 3 (apply 
Lemma 1.5(c)) and since F is basepoint-free on E x E, any three linearly 
independent global sections of F give a complete system of addition laws. 
Assume first that the characteristic of k is different from 2 and 3. We 
want to “add” the points (x0 :x, :x2) and (yO : y, : y2). For this we trans- 
form the curve (1) into the curve 
u,,u: = 4ui7 - g,u;u, - g,u; (2) 
with 
i5, = UT + ‘hl,, 6,=u,u3+2u4, i;, = u; + 4u,, 
g, = &(i;; - 24&J, g3=&(-i;;+36i;2&-216%6) 
(cf. [3, p. 1801). Here (x0: x, : x2) and (y,, : y, : y2) are transformed into the 
points (u,, :u, :u2) and (a0 :u, :u2) with 
Uo=Xor 
u, =&x,+x,, 
u,=u,x,+u,x,+2x, 
and no, v, , v2 analogously. 
For the curve (2) a complete system of three addition laws of bidegree 
(2, 2) on E with respect to L has been given in [2, Sect. 31. This we take 
and transform back, i.e., let (w,, :u* , :w,)= (u. :u, :u,)+ (u. :v, :v2) and 
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Let the corresponding three addition laws be denoted by (p(i)), (pC2’), and 
(pC3’). In order to obtain better coefficients we choose 
(z”))=;(p), 
(P') =-& ((a: +4a,)(P)+ 3(P)), 
(2’3’) = & (2’3’) 
to get the three addition laws as stated in Proposition 2.1. It is clear that 
they form a complete set of addition laws in every characteristic different 
from 2 and 3 it remains to show that it does so also if the characteristic 
is 3. 
First of all note that every addition law (Z”‘) is in fact an addition law 
for E with respect to L in all characteristics including 2 and 3. For this we 
have to mention only that the equations (Z(l)) are defined over 2! and make 
sense in every characteristic. To be more precise, let 8 -+ S be a family of 
elliptic curves over a base scheme S, such that 9 = flE(3. o) is relatively 
very ample (o = zero section) and thus yields an embedding i: B + p:. over 
S, and let m: 8 x s d -+ d denote the addition map. Then an addition law 
can be interpreted by the composite rational map 
defined by a basis of global sections of m*Y. The open defining set of the 
addition law is the set of all points where not every global section of the 
basis vanishes. Since z,,, z,, z2 represent just this basis and since they do 
not vanish simultaneously everywhere neither in characteristic 2 nor 3, the 
above assertion follows from the fact that every curve in positive charac- 
teristic can be lifted to characterize zero. 
It remains to show that (Z(l)), (ZC2’), and (Z(“) are linearly independent 
in characteristic 3. But zb” contains -Qo6, and zb2’ does not, whereas z,!,” 
contains Q26, and zbl’ does not, which implies that (Z”‘) and (Z’*‘) are 
linearly independent. Since (Z”‘) and (ZC2’) are antisymmetric and (Z”‘) 
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symmetric with respect to x and y, (Z’3’) is linearly independent from 
(Z”)) and (Z”‘). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
If the characteristic of k is 2, (Z”‘), (Z”‘), and (Z’3’) still are addition 
laws of E with respect to L, as was shown within the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, and (Z”‘) and (Z”‘) still are linearly independent over k. 
However, 
(2’3’) E a,(Z”‘) - u,(z’*‘) (mod 21, 
so that Proposition 2.1 is not correct in characteristic 2. But choosing, for 
example, 
(z’4’) = ;((z’3’) + a,(ZQ’) -c3(Z(“)), 
one immediately checks that (Z’4’) is an addition law in characteristic 2, 
linearly independent of (Z”‘) and (Z’2’). The same argument as in the 
above proof then yields 
THEOREM 2.2. The three addition laws (Z”‘), (Z”‘), and (Zt4’) form a 
complete set of addition laws of hidegree (2, 2) on the elliptic curve E in 
Tutee Weierstruss ,form (1) in arbitrary characteristics. 
3 
Finally, we want to study the behaviour of the addition laws (Z”‘), 
(Z’“), and (Z’3’), when the curve E degenerates to the singular cubits 
x()x; = x: and X,X: = XT + x0x:. Whereas it is well known that the 
“ordinary” addition law of E degenerates to the addition laws on the 
singular cubits (cf. [6]), it does not seem clear (at least to us) that this is 
always the case. However, as we shall see it is the case for (Z”‘), (Z’2’), 
and (Z’3’). 
(a) x,x: = xi. Suppose E is a plane cubic with a cusp over k. Then the 
coordinates of P2 can be chosen in such a way that E is given by the 
equation 
x()x; =x:. 
According to [6, p. 1821 we get a group isomorphism of E - {cusp} onto 
the additive group G, as follows: 
x ct ((slope YC) - (slope of the tangent at c))- ’ = x,/x2 =: t 
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where x= (x0 :x, :x2) and c is the cusp of E. This yields the 
parametrization 
So let (x,:x, :x,)=(s3:s:l) and (y,:y, :yz)=(t3:f:l) denote points of 
E-{cusp 1. Then the laws of Proposition 2.1 say in this case (where all a, 
and bj vanish): 
(2”‘): 
z"= -(lee+ 3Q24=(t-S)3(t+S)3 
z,= -Q26+2Q35=(f-~)3(f+~) 
z2= -Q36+3Q4,=(t-~)3.1 
(2’2’): 
zo= Q26 + 2Q3, =(s- t)(t+~)~ 
~1 = Qzw, = (s - t)(t + s) 
z2 = Q56 = (s - t) . 1 
(Z’“): 
~,,=2R,,+6R,,=2(t+s)~ 
z,=2Rs6 =2(t+s) 
22 = R,, =2.1 
Hence in all cases (zO:zl :z,)=((t+s)‘:(tf~):l) as it should be. The 
same follows for (ZC4’) in characteristic 2. 
(b) x0x; = xi’ + x0x:. Let E be a plane cubic with an ordinary double 
point. Then the coordinates of P* can be chosen in such a way that E is 
given by the equation 
x x2=x3+x x2 0 2 1 0 I. 
According to [6, p. 1821 we get a group isomorphism of E- {double 
point} onto the multiplicative group G, as follows: 
x*+x, (x0 :x, :x2)--=: t. 
x2--x1 
This yields a parametrization 
tw((t-- 1)3:4t(t- 1):4t(t+ 1)). 
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So let 
(x0:x, :X~)=((S-l)3:4s(s-l):4s(S+1)) 
and 
denote points of E- (double point ). Then the addition laws of 
Proposition 2.1 say in this case (where a, = h, = 1 and all other a, and h, 
vanish ): 
(Z(l)): 
zo=Qc~-Qo,+3Q,, = 64(t -s)~ .(st- 1)3 
-II= -Qz,-Qx,+2Q~~ =64(t-~)~.4st(st- 1) 
z,=2Q2,- Q3,+-Qj6+ 3Q,,=64(t-.~)~.4sf(~f+ 1) 
(Z(Z)): 
z. = Q2‘, + Q26 + 2Q35 = 256st(s - t). (.a - 1)3 
I, = Q46 = 256st(s- t).bt(st- 1) 
~2 = Q4s + Qsb = 256sr(s - t). 4st(st + 1) 
(2’3’): 
z,=4R,,+2R,,+2R,,+6R,,=512st(s+t)~(st-1)’ 
z,= --2R,,+2R,, = 512st(s + t). 4st(st - 1 ) 
z2 = - R,,i R,, = 5 12sr(s + t) .4st(st + 1) 
Hence in all cases (zO :z, :z2 )=((st-l)3:4st(s~- 1):4st(.rt+ 1)) as it 
should be. Again we have to exclude the characteristic 2 case, in which, 
however, it is easy to make the suitable modifications. 
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